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Government initiatives are promoting digital 

advancement in manufacturing and we all know there is 

much to gain. But how can manufacturers maximise 

this value? To answer this question, we examined 202 

initiatives that have recently launched in the automotive 

and industrial sectors in Europe.

The ‘smart data’ gained from digitalisation, the Internet 

of Things (IoT) and Industry 4.0 offers tremendous 

opportunities to deliver business growth and streamline 

processes and tools – in turn, boosting efficiency.

So how can companies act fast, define the right 

initiatives and innovate to transform customer 

experience; design new smart products and services; 

and embrace the value chain to become more agile, 

interconnected, transparent and quicker?

In this report we have identified six phenotypes 

emerging from 202 digital business models. These 

phenotypes are recurring patterns that illustrate 

companies’ digital strategies, split into two camps:

• BUSINESS GROWTH

Four phenotypes introduce smarter ways of turning 

‘data into dollar’. These are Platform Pushers, Data 

Analysers, Smart Product Innovators and Customer 

Centrics.

• DIGITAL EFFICIENCY

Two phenotypes convert technological advantage 

into productivity for customers. These are Digital 

Efficienados and Virtual Developers.

Through our analysis we have also identified a number 

of emerging trends across the two sectors:

• Profit pools are dramatically changing

• ‘New to the world’ initiatives – innovative initiatives 

that have not been seen in any other industry before 

– are predominantly driven by start-ups

• Partnering with other businesses is playing an ever-

increasing role to speed up and boost capability 

when launching new products and services.

Finally, we address the challenges of digital 

transformation and how organisations can turn big 

ambitions into reality. This highlights two ways to 

manage risk control and digital capabilities:

• Embrace digital transformation by using small, 

incremental springboards – what we call lighthouse 

projects – which will help you to ‘think big’ but ‘act 

small’ with smart and agile working styles

• Leverage internal digital capabilities or form new 

partnerships along the transformation journey to 

maximise impact.

GET IN TOUCH FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Thomas.Brand@paconsulting.com

Jana.Kasper@paconsulting.com

Jaakob.Voigt@paconsulting.com

THOMAS BRAND

PA digital expert in 

manufacturing

JAAKOB VOIGT

PA technology

innovation expert

Executive Summary

mailto:Thomas.Brand@paconsulting.com
mailto:Jana.Kasper@paconsulting.com
mailto:Jaakob.Voigt@paconsulting.com
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The digital playground The best of the winning 

phenotypes

Digital dynamics in 

automotive companies

Digital dynamics in 

industrial companies

How to make digital 

transformation successful

The CEO agenda for digital –

it is now or never
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Recent industry dynamics
to illustrate specific digital challenges

Recent business models
to illustrate the move to the digital economy

How can you embrace the digital opportunity? The key questions every 

management team should ask

What current initiatives 

maximise competitive 

advantage? 

What are the best business models for 

automotive and industrial companies?

What initiatives demonstrate how 

established companies embrace 

digital transformation?

What are the critical issues 

CEOs should place at the top of 

their digital agenda?

What are the drivers for new

B2B business models?

In the new digital business 

models, where are the real 

threats emerging from?

Digital

threats &

opportunities

New

B2B

models

Digital

CEO

agenda
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• How can the transformation of R&D, supply 
chain, production and distribution allow 
companies to deliver growth, higher efficiency 
and boost competitive advantage?

In the digital economy, there are three main dimensions:

customer, product/service and value chain

Transforming

customer

experience

Designing

smart products

and services

Capitalising 

on the digital 

value chains 

of industries

1.

2.3.

• How can I deliver superior value to customers
based on strong customer intelligence?

• How can I reinforce sales channels and 
leverage the omni-channel opportunity?

• How can I grasp more value from every 
customer interaction?

• How can I build new revenue models from 
enhanced customer experience?

• What technology can drive new solutions for 
products and services?

• How can products and services better integrate
existing and emerging ecosystems?

• How can new design concepts push new value 
propositions?
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These three dimensions – customer, product/service and value chain –

build the base for our business model framework

Research &

development

Supply

chain
Production Distribution

Client 

intelligence

Sales

channel

Revenue

model

Customer

interaction

Advanced 

technology

Value 

proposition

Design

concept

Ecosystem

integration

CUSTOMER

PRODUCT/ 

SERVICE

VALUE

CHAIN
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Comprehensive definitions of the business model elements provide a 

pragmatic approach to describe and analyse digital initiatives

Monetising user 

data

Eg predictive 

maintenance

A digital sales 

channel

Eg online shop, product 

configurator

New revenue 

approaches

Eg pay-per-use, product 

as a service

Advanced digital 

touchpoints

Eg aftersales, ordering 

process

Client intelligence Sales channel Revenue model
Customer

interaction

CUSTOMER

PRODUCT/

SERVICE

VALUE

CHAIN

Technology used to 

differentiate company

Eg 3D printing, 

augmented reality

Clear customer 

benefits

Eg efficiency, margin, 

revenue

Co-design concepts

Eg collaborative design, 

smart products

Easy ecosystem 

integration/interfaces

Eg connected platforms

Advanced technology Value proposition Design concept
Ecosystem

integration

Digital R&D 

processes

Eg virtual prototyping

Supply chain 

connectivity

Eg supplier integration

Flexibility and 

transparency

Eg Industry 4.0, 

manufacturing dashboard

Track & trace

Eg RFID chips

Research &

development
Supply chain Production Distribution

OUR BUSINESS MODEL FRAMEWORK
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We analysed 202 digital initiatives from 118 automotive and industrial 

companies to uncover key learnings

KEY LEARNINGS

What are the best emerging 

phenotypes when clustering 

business models?

Which digital dynamics are 

specific to automotive and 

industrials companies?

How do companies drive a 

successful digital 

transformation?

Where and how do 

companies start the digital 

journey?

32 63

# of companies # of initiatives # of companies # of initiatives

118 companies 202 initiatives

SCOPE OF ANALYSIS

AUTOMOTIVE COMPANIES

86 139

INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES
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The digital playground The best of the winning 

phenotypes

Digital dynamics in 

automotive companies

Digital dynamics in 

industrial companies

How to make digital 

transformation successful

The CEO agenda for digital –

it is now or never
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Learn from start-ups

Incumbent players risk being outperformed

Maximise business model impact

The phenotypes differentiate themselves by 

combining business model elements

Put the customer in the spotlight

Learn from B2C companies placing the 

customer at heart of the business

Unlock the potential, but…

Assess complexity and transformation needs

Overcome growth barriers

The ‘Customer Centrics’ business models 

hold the greatest potential

The most innovative digital initiatives are focused on 
products and services

There are six new phenotypes emerging from business 
models 

Growth and efficiency are the two main opportunities

Business models need individual execution strategies 

Start-ups are driving innovations across business 
models

KEY FINDINGS

The automotive and industrial sectors are relatively new to digital, but 

successful business models show the potential benefits and drivers
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28

6

67

10

The 202 digital initiatives are distributed across the business model 

framework – with a strong focus on product/service initiatives

Client 

intelligence

Sales

channel

Revenue

model

Customer

interaction

47

22

12

23

• Monetisation of customer 

insights

• New digital customer 

touchpoints

• Modular offerings: 

everything-as-a-service

• Technology advancement 

enabling smartification of 

products

• Individualisation and 

customisation

• New interpretation of 

solution delivery

• Blurred lines between 

producer, supplier and 

customer

• Full value chain 

transparency

• Industry 4.0 and smart 

factory concepts

Advanced technology

Value proposition

Design concept

Ecosystem integration

R&D

Supply chain

Production

Distribution

Advanced 

technology

Value 

proposition

Design

concept

Ecosystem

integration

Research &

development

Supply 

chain
Production Distribution

THE NUMBER OF INITIATIVES*

Client intelligence

Sales channel

Revenue model

Customer interaction

107

110

80

43

CUSTOMER

PRODUCT/SERVICE

VALUE CHAIN

*Multiple selections possible

OUR BUSINESS MODEL FRAMEWORK CHARACTERISTICS
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Product- and service-centric initiatives have the highest degree of 

innovation – the B2B customer is only starting to get into the spotlight

DEGREE OF INNOVATION

3%

17%

6%

36%

54%

58%

61%

29%

36%

• Focusing on the customer needs to improve as 

a traditional, product-centric view still prevails

• You should rethink your customer journey and 

ecosystem, following best initiatives

KEY LEARNINGS

• Technology is a key driver for product 

innovations

• Those companies leading the way are those 

where hardware is complemented by smart, 

data-driven value propositions

• Value chain initiatives have a clear focus on 

efficiency 

• Trendsetters are pushing to integrate value 

chains

An innovative initiative 

which hasn’t been seen in 

any other industry

An innovative initiative which 

has been seen, but not been 

fully adopted, across industry

An innovative initiative 

which has already been 

seen in other industries

Industry early majorityNew to the world New to industry

Share of initiatives (in %)

CUSTOMER

PRODUCT/ 

SERVICE

VALUE

CHAIN

BUSINESS MODEL

DIMENSIONS
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Client 

intelligence

Sales

channel

Revenue

model

Customer

interaction

Advanced 

technology

Value 

proposition

Design

concept

Ecosystem

integration

Research &

development

Supply 

chain
Production Distribution

The six phenotypes differentiate themselves by combining innovative 

approaches across the business model elements

CHARACTERISTICSSIX PHENOTYPES

Virtual Developers

Research & 

development

Using innovative technology to develop, 

simulate and test

Data Analysers

Advanced 

technology

Client 

intelligence

Commercialising customer data 

for intelligent services

Digital Efficienados

Production
Implementing initiatives related 

to Industry 4.0

Creating smart products, 

enabling new intelligent services

Smart Product Innovators

Advanced 

technology

Design 

concept

Value 

proposition

Customer 

interaction

Value 

proposition

Establishing new digital customer 

touchpoints

Customer Centrics

Platform Pushers

Ecosystem 

integration

Advanced 

technology

Value 

proposition

Developing open standards and 

platforms to realise digital use-cases

Advanced 

technology

Value 

proposition

Design

concept

Ecosystem

integration

CUSTOMER

PRODUCT/SERVICE

VALUE CHAIN
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Audi

Collaborative robots

• Intelligent robots are used without a safety cage and communicate with 

line control and staff

• Easy integration into the production flow and the robots can adapt to 

staff working speed

Bosch IoT Suite

Comprehensive IoT service platform

• A platform that develops IoT services in business rules, processes, big 

data analytics and identity management

• There is an additional app platform that shares service apps for 

connected applications

General Electric’s Predix

Cloud-based platform for industrial internet

• In-house big data analytics around key industrial value drivers 

(platform-as-a-service) 

• The platform is open to external developers to create new applications 

(an app economy)

Kärcher

Cloud-based fleet management

• A collection of customer fleet data, enabling remote management and 

control services (RMCS)

• A digital customer dashboard for insights into asset utilisation and 

optimisation potential

Local motors

Co-created 3D printed car 

• The world's first 3D-printed car based on a co-creation design platform 

• A micro-factory concept in Berlin, with a prototype, was launched at the 

end of 2016

Koenigsegg Automotive

Virtual wind channel testing 

• Use of a cloud-based, high performance computing system

• Infrastructure is shared through the Fortissimo project (hosting the 

cloud infrastructure and pooled IT knowledge) 

50

28

18

17

15

12

Digital Efficienados represent the largest share of the six phenotypes –

but others will become more important in the future

INDUSTRY EXAMPLES

Digital 

Efficienados

Platform 

Pushers

Data 

Analysers

Smart 

Product 

Innovators

Virtual 

Developers

Customer 

Centrics

PHENOTYPES NUMBER OF INITIATIVES
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Established companies Start-ups

7%

26%

18%

20%

8%

52%

63%

36%

53%

40%

75%

41%

11%

64%

29%

40%

17%

Start-ups’ analytical capability and technological knowledge is 

driving innovation – incumbent players risk being left behind

PHENOTYPES DEGREE/NUMBER OF INNOVATIVE INITIATIVES

25%

33%

75%

20%

75%

56%

25%

80%

11%

Start-ups are pushing for niche but high-

impact Industry 4.0 applications

Start-ups are driving connectivity and 

integration for SOA, SaaS and APIs

Start-ups are pioneering sophisticated 

algorithms and artificial intelligence, with  

incumbents lacking in-house capability 

There is no start-up activity here due to 

an evolutionary development of products

Incumbents are rethinking their current 

market while start-ups are creating their 

future market

The potential for horizontal integration 

and efficiency is the driving force behind 

virtual development for incumbents

17

46

12

14

19

10

None

4

5

None

9

4

KEY LEARNINGS

Digital 

Efficienados

Platform 

Pushers

Data 

Analysers

Smart 

Product 

Innovators

Virtual 

Developers

Customer 

Centrics

An innovative initiative 

which hasn’t been seen in 

any other industry

An innovative initiative which 

has been seen, but not been 

fully adopted, across industry

An innovative initiative 

which has already been 

seen in other industries

Industry early majorityNew to the world New to industry
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A shift from product to customer-centric is imminent and will unlock 

unseen potential for growth-oriented business models

H
ig

h
M

a
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 g

a
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L
o
w

HighEfficiency gainLow

Data Analysers

Digital Efficienados

Customer Centrics

Virtual Developers

Smart Product Innovators

Platform Pushers

PHENOTYPES’ BENEFIT FOCUS

Bubble size = number of initiatives

B
U

S
IN

E
S

S
 G

R
O

W
T

H

Platform 

Pushers

Customer 

Centrics

Data 

Analysers

Smart 

Product 

Innovators

Virtual 

Developers

Digital 

Efficienados

CURRENT GROWTH 

BARRIERS

• Insular solutions and 

missing IT standards

• Critical mass of platform  

users is not reached

• A missing link to the end 

customer

• Insufficient understanding of 

the customer journey

• Huge data complexity

• A lack of big data and 

analytics capabilities in-

house

• Access to latest technology 

is unavailable

• Unclear formulation and 

poor communication around 

value-add initiatives

• Fragmented legacy IT 

infrastructure

• Missing standard IT 

solutions

• Siloed R&D organisations

• Lack of data interface 

integration (CAD/CAE etc) 

GAME-

CHANGING 

POTENTIAL
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The digital playground The best of the winning 

phenotypes

Digital dynamics in 

automotive companies

Digital dynamics in 

industrial companies

How to make digital 

transformation successful

The CEO agenda for digital –

it is now or never
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It’s all about data

Despite the diversity and focus of initiatives,  

it is analytics that is the core value driver

Don’t neglect the customer

A few client intelligence related business 

models are emerging

Embrace the paradigm shift

Change from a product-focused to a

service-centric business model

Become a winner that takes it all

Set the standard for mobility platforms

and in-car interfaces

Traditional profit pools are changing and value 
generated by core functions, such as manufacturing, is 
declining significantly

Automotive initiatives are focusing on product 
innovation and efficiency gains in R&D and production

Data Analysers and Platform Pushers are the 
phenotypes that are the most relevant for future growth

Successful business models are enabled by client 
intelligence, 3D printing and digital simulation

Emerging data-driven services are key to automotive companies fully 

exploiting the connected and autonomous vision

KEY FINDINGS
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DIGITAL

OEM WORLD

TRADITIONAL

OEM WORLD

Digital impact

low highmedium

Source: PA research and expert interviews

Width – cost share

Height – EBIT margin

9-12%

20%
10%

15%

5%

12%

20-25%4-6%

30%

20%

20%

2%

22%

8%

8%

Key drivers of the profit pool 

shift

• Virtualisation R&D and 

simulation

• Differentiation through interior 

design

• Software development & UX 

design

• Retail shift from dealer to digital

• Own billing platform to harvest 

new revenues

Traditional

profit

TODAY

New digital 

profit
Software and initiative 

development,

new retail, billing

Traditional

profit

FUTURE

R&D

design

Material & 
purchasing

Manufac-
turing

Sales & 
services

R&D

Design

Material & 
purchasing

Manufac-
turing

New retail & 
services

Initiative 
development

Apps &
billing

CHALLENGES

Profit generation by core 

manufacturing is nearly 

zero

The integration of new 

data-driven services into 

established business 

models

Traditional silos and 

mindsets hinder customer-

centric actions

The shift in profit pools in automotive exemplifies the need to change 

from a product-focused to a service-centric business model
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Automotive companies are focusing on product innovations, enabled by 

technology and efficiency gains in R&D and production

SCOPE OF ANALYSIS

# of companies # of initiatives

CUSTOMER

PRODUCT/ 

SERVICE

VALUE CHAIN

11 1 1 4

Client 

intelligence

Sales

channel

Revenue

model

Customer

interaction

27 21 20 6

Advanced 

technology

Value 

proposition

Design

concept

Ecosystem

integration

11 3 30 3

Research &

development

Supply 

chain
Production Distribution

NUMBER OF BUSINESS MODEL ELEMENTS

ADDRESSED BY AUTOMOTIVE COMPANIES

32 63

AUTOMOTIVE COMPANIES
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THE 

GAMECHANGERSBUSINESS MODEL MATURITY

BEST BETS FOR 

FUTURE

SUCCESS

FUTURE

RELEVANCE 

• Standardised IT infrastructure

• Cross-functional collaboration

• Vertical integration with suppliers

• Data security across interfaces 

• Established operating standards

• Critical mass of users and mobility 

partners

• Cross-functional alignment for 

software and hardware 

development

• Big data capability – make or buy 

• One “truth of data“ across all 

touchpoints

• Backwards data integration

• New testing environments

• Collaborating with start-ups and 

sharing best practice

Increasing digital efficiency 

by investing in green field 

plants

Mobility platforms and 

standard in-car application 

interface

Autonomous driving and 

connected car services

Faster time-to-market and 

higher quality and 

efficiency

Individual customer 

offerings in mobility 

services and products

Smart products enabling new services are not directly applicable to 

automotive – new services are driven by analytics and platforms as 

opposed to pure product advancement

Low HighMaturity

First trials

& concepts

Successful 

initiatives

Established 

new 

business

Digital 

Efficienados

Platform 

Pushers 

Data Analysers 

Virtual Developers

Customer 

Centrics

Smart Product Innovators
- not applicable for automotive -

Low High

Audi & NextLap

Cloud-based IoT platform

A smart shelf solution, based 

on a Raspberry Pi, to digitise 

and automate replenishment 

and production processes

Ford

Smart device link platform

Connects mobile apps with 

in-car interfaces through 

gesture, dashboard and 

voice control

MobileEye

Next generation driver 

assistance technology

A collaboration with BMW to 

realise autonomous vision 

through software algorithms 

and Advanced Driver 

Assistance Systems (ADAS)

Data Analysers and Platform Pushers are the most relevant business 

models in automotive, complementing products with new services
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The digital playground The best of the winning 

phenotypes

Digital dynamics in 

automotive companies

Digital dynamics in 

industrial companies

How to make digital 

transformation successful

The CEO agenda for digital –

it is now or never
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Analyse your customer

Create collaborative ways to develop 

products and use data insights

Expand product vision

Aim to integrate customer and value chain 

to monetise existing insights

Build on the core

Create services that complement products

and build collaboration models

Rethink customer insights

Exploit new revenue streams by actively 

engaging with customers

Shifting profit pools go hand-in-hand with new 
opportunities across the entire industry value chain

Product-centric initiatives dominate, driven by 
technology advancements and new value propositions

Industrial companies’ digital business models are still 
immature and Customer Centrics will be the most 
relevant in the future

Successful business models evolve around integrated 
platforms and smart products enable services and lot 
size 1 production

Industrial initiatives mainly focus on smart products

that enable insight-driven services and production efficiency

KEY FINDINGS
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Shifting profit pools in engineer-to-order businesses illustrate

strong opportunities across the entire industry value chain

CHALLENGES

An eroding profit margin in 

traditional core processes

Integrating new, data-driven 

services into established 

business models

Developing brown-field 

business to seize value-

adding services

4%
10%

Basic engineering

6%

Sales & marketing

R&D/process development

15%

25%Service

Sub-system

production & delivery

Assembly,

integration & testing

Detail engineering

15%
7%

5%

4%

Financing

Material & purchasing

25%
Sales & marketing

Basic & application

engineering

Digital collaboration

6%

20%

R&D/process development

15%

Assembly,

integration & testing 6%

3%

Material & purchasing 4%

Detail engineering

Big data & analytics

platforms
25%

6%

Financing

Sub-system

production & delivery

15%

20%Service

TRADITIONAL

PRODUCTS BUSINESS

DIGITAL

SOLUTIONS BUSINESS@

4-10%
EBIT margin

4-8%
traditional

EBIT margin

20-25%
new EBIT 

margin

Traditional Profit

TODAY

Traditional Profit

FUTURE
New digital Profit

Digital collaboration, seizing big data, 

connectivity, platforms

Digital impact

low highmedium

Source: PA research and expert interviews

Width – cost share

Height – EBIT margin
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86 139

INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES

Industrial companies prefer product/service-centric initiatives, 

driven by advanced technology and innovative value propositions

36 21 11 19

Client 

intelligence

Sales

channel

Revenue

model

Customer

interaction

80 89 60 37

Advanced 

technology

Value 

proposition

Design

concept

Ecosystem

integration

17 3 37 7

Research &

development

Supply 

chain
Production Distribution

# of companies # of initiatives

CUSTOMER

PRODUCT/ 

SERVICE

VALUE CHAIN

SCOPE OF ANALYSIS

NUMBER OF BUSINESS MODEL ELEMENTS

ADDRESSED BY INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES
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• Standardised IT interfaces and 

solutions for machine-to-machine 

communication

• Data security across interfaces

• Open standards and a critical 

mass of users

• Data security across interfaces

• Big data capability – make or buy 

• Exploitation of technology 

including start-up partners

• Understanding customer needs to 

develop relevant initiatives 

• Easy ecosystem integration and 

usability

• Understanding pain points along 

customer journey

• New testing environments

• Collaborating with start-ups and 

sharing best practice

Industrial companies’ business models are still immature. Customer 

Centrics and Platform Pushers will drive future revenue streams

First trials

& concepts

Successful 

initiatives

Established 

new 

business

Digital 

Efficienados

Platform 

Pushers 

Data 

Analysers 

Virtual 

Developers

Customer 

Centrics

Smart Product 

Innovators

Fully integrated supply 

chain and full-scale 

automation

‘Plug-and-play’ ecosystem 

integration connecting 

products and stakeholders 

Monetise potential of 

cradle-to-cradle machine 

data insights

Faster time-to-market and 

higher quality and 

efficiency

Customised offerings (lot 

size 1) and a new way of 

interacting

Optimise products and 

related services based on 

user data insights

Würth

iBin

A bin with built-in cameras, 

connected to enterprise 

resource planning, that allows 

for automatic reordering once 

threshold limit is reached 

Trumpf GmbH

TruConnect

Brings together job 

preparation, production 

planning, intralogistics and 

invoicing into one tool

TDM Systems

Tool lifecycle management 

Collects data from a product’s 

lifecycle for continuous 

improvement along the product 

process

BUSINESS MODEL MATURITY

Low HighMaturity Low High

THE 

GAMECHANGERS

BEST BETS FOR 

FUTURE

SUCCESS

FUTURE

RELEVANCE 
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The digital playground The best of the winning 

phenotypes

Digital dynamics in 

automotive companies

Digital dynamics in 

industrial companies

How to make digital 

transformation successful

The CEO agenda for digital –

it is now or never
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Decide on the scope first

Once this is agreed, you can choose the best 

partners

Embrace the partnering challenge

New partners and collaboration models

show a higher degree of integration 

Review options

Assess the sources and the scope of digital 

initiatives

Decide on the level of innovation

New to the world initiatives require a wider 

scope to have the best impact

Think big, start small

Create a proof of concept with limited 

investment and resources

Digital transformation requires the assessment of two 
topics: digital capability and risk control

36% of digital initiatives leverage partnerships’ benefits

Risk can be controlled by taking a springboard 
approach

Small- to medium-scale lighthouse projects are the 
preferred approach

More than 50% of collaborations cover the full process 
– from solution design to implementation

Leverage partnerships’ benefits and tailor your digital transformation 

approach to optimise digital capabilities and risk control

KEY FINDINGS
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At the start of your digital journey, you need to ask two questions: 

How can I establish the right digital capability? How can I control risk?

H
ig

h
D

ig
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a
l 

c
a

p
a

b
il
it

y
L
o
w

HighRisk controlLow

DIGITAL CAPABILITY VS RISK CONTROL IMPLICATIONS ON… THE OPTIONS

Platform Pushers

Virtual Developers

Smart Product Innovators

Data

Analysers

Bubble size = number of initiatives

Scope: Established companies in sample only

Internal

realisation 

External

partnering
(implementation, solution 

development, full-scale)

Larger 

springboards

Smaller 

springboards

Digital 

capability

Risk 

control

• Technological knowledge

• Analytical/big data skills

• Digital mindset and culture

• Flexibility and development 

speed 

• Scope of initiative

• Previous proof of concept

• Organisational footprint

• Data security

Digital Efficienados

Customer Centrics
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36% of initiatives leverage partnerships’ benefits, but new partner 

models show a higher level of integration and pose unknown challenges

External partners

36
%

64
%

Internal

realisation

Quick technology and knowledge push

A high level of control as senior partner

Fresh thinking and alternative approaches

Culture clash and ‘not-invented-here’ syndrome

Alignment of development speed levels

High market reach and penetration

Power and resources for quick up-scale

Slow processes and decision cycles

‘Co-opetition’ – a partner, but a potential 

competitor 

NuTonomy & Ford/JLR

Analytics software to enable autonomous taxi fleet by 2018

▪ A spin-off from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology that develops 

analytics software for self-driving cars

▪ Currently testing a self-driving taxi fleet in Singapore

Nokia Here & Daimler/Audi/BMW 

Location-based and autonomous drive services

▪ Joint acquisition of Nokia Here for the development of location-based and 

autonomous driving-related services

▪ The challenge is balancing the development of open basic functionality and 

OEM-specific, differentiating services  

Scope: Established companies in sample only

14%
2%

25%

30%
29%

Tech player

IT specialist/start-up

Industry partner

Academia

Consultancy

INTERNAL REALISATION VS EXTERNAL PARTNERS IMPACT OF COOPERATION
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More than 50% of collaboration covers the full process – from solution 

design to implementation, preferred partners vary depending on the scope 

IMPLEMENTATION SCOPE

Full-scale

value creation

Solution

development

Implementation

partner

• The latest research can be 

commercialised for a first mover 

advantage

• Insourcing specialist knowledge,

eg robotics, artificial intelligence

• Moderate investment costs

23%

54%

23%

• Proven IT implementation 

knowledge and technology

• Credibility and established 

standards for greater market reach

• Complementary knowledge base

• Easy scalability through wider 

market access

• Risk sharing amongst partners

27%

13%

27%

33%

Tech playerIT specialist/

start-up

Industry

partner

Academia Consultancy

3%

28%

14% 30%

25%

BMW & Fraunhofer Institut

Self-driving logistics robots

• Developing and testing two self-driving 

robots for intra-factory logistics at 

Wackersdorf factory

• Sensor-enabled, real-time data analytics 

for immediate troubleshooting

Claas & Bayer, Allianz & others

365 FarmNet Solution

• Analysis software suite for farming 

(operations, holistic planning, 

documentation and analytics)

Wikon & Vodafone & other 

telecommunications companies

Modular machine-to-machine 

solution box

• A hardware and software solution that 

allows customers to configure data 

management solutions, security 

services, analytics services etc

23%

20%

57%

COLLABORATION BENEFITS
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Digital transformation risk is controlled by taking a springboard approach,  

lighthouse projects prove the concept with limited investment

Top-down
• Large investment

• Heavy lifting

€500 Channel 

platforms

Devices

Mobile Agile

Leadership

Bottom-up
• Smaller investment

• Momentum and faith

10ct

Platforms

Devices

Data

Mobile

Agile

Leadership

Digital

dabblers
Digitising 

today

Digitising 

tomorrow
Digital

dabblers
Digitising 

today

Digitising 

tomorrow

LARGER SPRINGBOARDS SMALLER SPRINGBOARDS
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Small- to medium-scale lighthouse projects are the preferred approach –

only new to the world initiatives require a wider scope

• Simple digital applications are too limited for 

new to world industry initiatives to have an 

impact

• But the least viable products or pilots can be 

tested for more complex initiatives

• Lighthouse projects are the preferred approach 

for solid proof of concept for new to industry 

initiatives

• Provide learnings, a foundation and funding for 

the next generation of initiatives

• High risk but high impact, with a full-scale 

company-wide approach

• New to the world initiatives have the potential to 

disrupt and require an ‘all-in’ mentality and 

launch

Simple 

digital

application

Light-

house

project

Full-scale 

company-wide

Share of initiatives (in %)

7% 2% 18%

27% 60% 77%

67% 38% 5%

INITIATIVES’ SCOPE VS DEGREE OF INNOVATION KEY LEARNINGS

An innovative initiative 

which hasn’t been seen in 

any other industry

An innovative initiative which 

has been seen, but not been 

fully adopted, across industry

An innovative initiative 

which has already been 

seen in other industries

Industry early majorityNew to the world New to industry
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The digital playground The best of the winning 

phenotypes

Digital dynamics in 

automotive companies

Digital dynamics in 

industrial companies

How to make digital 

transformation successful

The CEO agenda for digital –

it is now or never
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Launch Grow Transform Lead

Strategic

focus

Organisation and

team

Culture and 

transformation

Measurement and 

control

The first project should

improve the customer

journey

Create the digital 

vision and digital

strategy

Create the digital

transformation

path

Disrupt the business

model to create competitive

advantage

Create the first team 

dedicated to digital in one 

area of the business

Extend the first digital team

across various functions and

business units

Remove organisational

silos and create

digital value streams

Create a network of

digital champions to 

drive customer value

Protect the first project

from being hijacked

by the current culture

Foster creativity through a

new leadership style, taking a 

try fast, fail fast approach

Promote digital 

leaders and create

digital governance

Drive a culture of 

continuous learning

and creative evolution

Delivery is short-term 

with a relatively

small budget

Generate first revenues

from digital business models

Create the first return on 

investment from digital and 

increase digital revenues

Measure progress in

of the digital value added at

all  levels

Our transformation grid shows how CEOs’ agendas need to adapt to the 

company’s digital maturity
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About PA.

An innovation and transformation consultancy, we believe in the power of ingenuity to 

build a positive human future in a technology-driven world.  

As strategies, technologies and innovation collide, we turn complexity into opportunity.  

Our diverse teams of experts combine innovative thinking and breakthrough 

technologies to progress further, faster. Our clients adapt and transform, and together 

we achieve enduring results. 

We are over 2,600 specialists in consumer, defence and security, energy and utilities, 

financial services, government, healthcare, life sciences, manufacturing, and transport, 

travel and logistics. And we operate globally from offices across the Americas, Europe, 

the Nordics and the Gulf.  
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